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Tests on aircraft components and structures are described which 

shcw that pre-loading can have a marked influence on fatigue behaviour. 

Tensile pre-loading may increase the life - in one instance a hundredfold 

improvement mm obtained - and. compressive pre-loading may reduce tfie 

life. The effect is attributed to residuca stresses WIT to load 

redistributions induced by pre-loading. 
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1 Introduction 

1n a pa er published in the Journal of the Institute of M&dLs in 
1946, Forrest demonstrated that the fatigue strength of certain aluminium 1; 
KLloy party couldbe markedly increasedby pre-loading. The in@ication 
that a similar trend might be obtained generally for aircraft Ccanponents 

and structures has been investigated at R.A.E., and the results of tests 
are described in the present report. Consideration is given to three types 
of specimen: unnotehed specmen, notchhed specimen and a structure. 

2 Exmrimentd Results 

2.1 &notched Spewmens 

In fatigue tests carried out by Aluminium Laboratories Ltd. and 
quoted by Teedg, the stretching of a plain polished bar in the eluminirun 
alloy B.S. L.l producea a small but progressive reduction in fatigu? 
strength with increase in stretch, see Table I. 

Tests on plain speoimens made in cl&l sheet material to SReoification 
D.T.D.546 B have confirmed that the fatigue strength is not appreciably 
affected by pre-loading, see Appendix I. 

2.2 Parts mth Stress Raiser 

Fatiye tests cm the effect of pre-loading of simple notched specimens 
have been conducted on the follcnvilg types of specimen:- 

Sheet specimen with transverse hole (Appendix I). 

Simple lug with load applied to hole (Appendur II). 

Channel-sectioned part, containing bolts, rivets and open holes 
(Appeti III). 

Circular ana flat bars with transverse hole (Appndix IV). 

Circumferential V notch in rcsmd specimen (Appendix VII). 

Spot welded joint (Appendix VII). 

The detailed results are given -in the Appeniiices, and the general 
results ShOvl that pre-loads in tension exceeding a certain amount incrtxe 
life, and in c~ression reduce life. Extrudedparts are particularly 
sensitive to pre-load - in some cases the life was increased by ten or 
even one hundreci times by a tensile pre-load, or reduced to one twentieth 
by a compressive pre-load. 

Specimens m de Fran sheet as distinct from extruded material were 
not so sensitive t-0 pre-loads. This mey have been because residual 
stresses due to pre-loading tended to fade during the fatigue test, since 
the nominal fatigue stresses used were comparatively high. Similar 
behaviour showing no effect due to pre-loading has been reported4 for 
notched specimens ma& in a very low strength aluminium alloy of 11% tons 
per sq in. tensile strength. 

2.3 Structural Elements 

Tests on chennel neoti~ specimens described ~fl Appendix III show 
that a substantial increase in endurance is obtained by tensile pre-loadirg 
vhen redundancy is present due to the af-tnahnrent of sheet material by rivets 
ma bolts. 
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The fatigue testing of a number of aircraft joints of different designs 
has dso shown the advantages of a tensile pre-load, see Appendix V. In ziil 
cases the joints consisted of an al . uninium dloy boom to which was attachea 
steel end fittings by means of bolts in shenr. 

Tests on Meteor ts.ilplanes subjected to various degrees of p?x?-load 

have similarly shown an improvement in life, both for the &in and. the spas 
bean, see AppenSx VI. Very high pre-loads tended to produce budding on the 
ccmpression sicle of the tailpkne and. this represented a practical. limit to 

the Bmourit of loCad that could reasonably be applied. 

kn irwrovement in life due to pre-loading (rs.nging f'r~an k3$ to 235% 
increase in-life) has been obtained by Jchnstcme and Payne5 for &tang vrings 

m which coon aratively high alternating loads were used. in the fatigue tes+s 
(+16 to %?$of failing load. Results are expressed in terms of load and 
not in terms of stress, and so cannot be c-area with other Sata. 

3 Ccmparison of Results 

A Gomperison of results for aluminium alloy sheet specimens in plati 
snd transverse hole conditions is unnecesscuy, as the effect of pre-loading 
on endurance was ccX?paratively small or non-existent. 

For all other types of specimen, as given in Appendices II to VI, the 
results for tensile pre-loading are cc@rpared graphicdly in Fig. 7, with the 
degree of pre-load expressed as a percentage of the O.?$proof stress of the 
material.* Fig. 7 shows that with one exception, a consistent and substantial 
inwease in endurance is obtainedby pre-loding. The exception refers to a 
test cm a transverse hole specinen, in which flaws were found at the point 
of origin of the fatigue crack. 

The comparison is simplified by using ratios of endurance for pre-loaded 
and mm pre-loaded parts, as sho\?n in Fig. 8. In spite of the scatter that is 
present due to the widely different conktions used in individual tests, the 
general trend in results show that a prc-load equivalent to 8G$ or more of 
the O.l$ proof stress prcduccs a substantial increase in endurance. The upper 
limit of the pre-load stress AC dich the increase is obtained has bee]* 
established for the loaded lug case &scribed in Appendix II, snd frcan this it 
appears that the improvement is obtained up to the point where static faZ.lure 
intervenes. This is confirmed by the very high prior loads used by Templin, 
as described in para 2.2. 

4 &icussion 

The effect of pre-loading is tirofold - it prduces residusl stresses 
due to differential plastio strsining actions, and it alters the load distri- 
bution amongst the redundant members of a structure. Both can effect the 
subsequent fatigue behaviour, principally because there is a change in the 
meazl stress distribution. At stress concentrations, the residual compressive 
stresses lnducedby tensile pre-loding should. be beneficial in fatigue, and 
for compressive pre-loading, the residual tensile stresses shdd be hermfkl. 

An extreme example of pre-loading arises in a structure or ocmponent 
which has been subjected to a static test to destruction and is then repIcLred 
end tested in fatigue. Results frcm the fatigue test are likely to be 

* The following values of the O.l$ proof stress have been assumed 

D.T.D. 363A - 33 t.s.i. 
D.T.D. 3648 - 28 t.s.i. 
D.T.D. 6b3 - 30 t.s.i.. 

RR 77 - 30 t.s.i. (Appendix IV) 
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dangerously misleading as they may show a much greater endurance - and 
hence a greater estimated safe life - than won.ld be obtained from a 
structure not given the static test. Also the position of fatigue failure 
might be quite different for the two oases. The fatigue test is thus 
valueless, an& the policy of attempting to econcmise by using a single 
specimen for both static and fatigue tests cannot be recnunended. 

One peculiar outoome of the effect of pre-load is that a component 
of smaller section but otherwise similar to snother one may actually be 
the stronger in fatigue if the smeller component has received the kncfits 
of a tensile pre-load. Such a result might even be obtained if both cow 
ponents mere subjected to the ssme pre-load. This might arise C&n the 
pre-load produced a stress of less than 65$ of the O.l$proof stress in 
the larger component and of WlOC$ of the proof stress in the smaller 
one. Thus, the genersl effect of a tensile pre-load is to increase the 
fatigue strength of the initially meeker components whilst leaving the 
stronger ones unaffected. This levelling cut of fat&,, Strengths makes 
it essential to execute careful interpretations and. assessments of results 
on components that have been pe-loaded. 

The plastic distortion acccmpenying pre-lo&g slso requires careful 
consideration. Pm-loads my correspond to i stress of less than the O.l$ 
proof stress, so that the general &zwtortion is small, but there may be 
local highly stressed regions with relatively lzrge distiorticms. Thus 
clrculsr holes tend to heccme alongated, particulzly when load is applica 
at the hole, and this msy cause slackness in connected members. Also 
permanent buokling may OOCLU- in stiuctures. 

With the loaded lug tests described in Appendix II, the oubscquent 
resming of holes stretched by pre-loading did not have sny deleterious 
effect on fatigue strength. If would appear that distaction can be over" 
cane bymachining, provided that the m achining operation itself does not 
remove or introduce residual stresses. 

Although residual stresses approaching the proof stress can be induced 
by pre-loading, the possibility of stresses being relieved in the subsequent 
fatigue test must be considered. Relief would occur when the sum of the 
residual and fatiye stresses at sny point exceeds the dynamic yield cri- 
terion of the materiel used, and this nay happen during the first loading 
cycle of the fatigue test6. Loss of residual stress, end therefore a 
reduction in effect on life, is most likely to be obtained if fatigue 
stresses are hi&, or if the material has a lm~ yield strength. 

5 Conclusions 

The results of fatigue tests on a variety of alumanium alloy specimens 
have shown that the effect of pre-loading on life depends on the type cf 
specimen, the proof stres s of the material,and the magnitude of pre-loa2 
and fatigue loads. With plain specimens, pre-1-g has a comparatively 
small or non-existent influence cm life. Simple sheet specimens containing 
a transverse hole give some increase in life for tensile pre-loading, but 
the increase diminishes with increase in the fatigue test loads. With more 
complicated designs embo+%ng the use of sheet material, a greater improvc- 
n%nt in life due to tensile pre-loading is obtained, and this has been 
demonstrated by tests on Meteor tailplanes. 

beaded aluminium alloy parts and structures are more sensitive to 
the effect of e. pre-l02t than simple sheet specnnons. A tensile pre-load 
increases life, the increase rapidly becoming greater with increase in 
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pre-load. Thus a fivefold inore8s.e may be expected for a pro-load eqmvalent 
to 80% of the proof stress, but for a pre-load to IO@ the life msy be 
increasedby asnnxh as one hundred times. On the other hand, canpressive 
pre-losdhg has the reverse effect, and the life maybe reduced to only one- 
tenth the value if the pre-load is of sufficient intensity. 
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AFFXNDIX 1 

E'attix Tests on D.T.D.546 B Altinium Allw Sheet S~ecic~ 

Specimens in 16 8.w.g. clad sheet to SpecificationD.T.D.Iil& B were 
made with their longitudinal axes in the &irvztion of rollmg, Both p1a.k 
and transverse hole specimeras to the general dimensions shown inF<g. 1 
rwrc tested in an R.A.E. fluctuating tension fatigue machine. The edges 
of the plain specimens wsre polishedby had, axd the holes of the not&d 
specimens were drilled to 0.116 in. diameter, reamedtoQ in., chamfered 
and finally polished by hand with COO grade crocus paper. 

The tensile strength of the sheet was fcwdto be 28.7 tons per 
sq in. The pre-load was applied in a tensile testing machine, with the 
msxiuum load held for 1 minute. 

All fatigue tests jvere carried out at the same nanindl stres- of 
lOi: tom per sq. in. across the smallest se&on. The individuel results 
are given in Table II. 

Tests bvMetdlur;l(vDepxtmenL 

Specimens cut 1org;itudinally fron J?.T.D.5&6 B sheet material were 
made with a reemed* in. diameter hole in a test porkion of 0.5 in. width, 
the @amxit proportions being similar to those shown in Fig. 1. The corners 
of the hole were left square,with allburrs carefkl.lyremove~. The results 
c,snpar-ing tensi.1 e pre-10:&d pJlth non prc-loaded specimens for a repeated 
sxid load type of test in a Ikigh mackine (ZaX, cycles per minute) am 
given in Table III. 
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AF?mNDIx II 

F'ztiw Tests on Lu&s 

R.A.E. Tests 

Direct-stress endurance tests were: carried out cm a number of pin- 
loaaed lugs, sane of which hail been pre-leaded in tension far one m.nuh. 

Fig. 2 gives the essential dimensions of the specimen and shc~rs the 
results obtsined. The specimens were foully machined frcm extrudea, D.T.D. 
36L+Bbax,2inx$in. The holes were 0.752 in. diameter end gave a 
clearance of 0.002 in. between the high tensile steel pin an& the hole. 
The holes, which had a reamed finish, were given a l/32 in. chamfer. 

The elcngaticm of the holes caused by stretching the s_xcimen was 
very marked in oases of high pre-loading (Table IV). As this would produce 
an undesirable slackness betireen mating metiers, the effect of removing 
cold-worked material by machinxng the hole circular after the pre-loading 
operation was investigated.. Specimens 12 and 3 were treated in this manner, 
the procedure being as foll.cr;js:- 

1 The holes were drilled end reamed, C-020 in. (approx.) undcrs~e. 

2 Tkie speartens mere pre-lo&&, and the lcail removed after oneminute. 

3 The holes were reamed to the full diameter of 0.752 in. 

The endurance tests were then carried out as for the other specimens. 
T'ne moan and alternating stresses adepted for the endurance tests were 
6*2.2 ton/in.2, based on the net section at the hole. In cases where 
faibre did not occw after a minm of 10 million cycles had been CCBII- 
pleted, the alternating stress and, in certain instances the mean stress, 
were increased. 

Table IV gives the pre-load stress, fatigue stresses, and endurance 
for each specimen. Also included are the stretch (measured in terms of 
the elongation of the hole) and increase in thickness of the specimen due 
to bearing pressure. 

Saunders-Roe Tests 

Similar tests on lugs have been made by Saunders-Roe Ltd. for the 
Ministry of Supply3, with the object of ascertaining the effect of 
alternating stress on enduranoe of pre-leaded end non pre-loadd specimens. 
The pre-load was applied for 5 minutes, and was of the same magnitude for 
cd.1 specimens, equivalent to a tensile stress of 19.65 tons per sq in. at 
the hole section, or 6@ of the 0.1% proof stress. In the subsequent 
fatigue test a tensile mean stress of 7.15 tom per sq in. was used. 

The lug specimens were machined fran D.T.D.683 aluminium alloy 
extrusions to the dimensions shown in Fig. 3. The holes were jig borcl! 
and all burrs and sharp edges were removed, but no chz.mfering or radiusing 
was carried out. Loding pins were made frcmB.S. S.98 bar to a hameter 
of 0.7490 to 0.7495 in. Two static tests on lug specimens gave n&al 
stresses of 37.7 and 38.4tons per sq in. 
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The individual results are &en in Table V and are plotted in Fig, 3. 
The cmes inaicatc that an improvement in life of 2 to 3 times is obtained 
for slternatiag stresses belcm b5 tons pr sq in. due to pm-loading. The 
imprwement rapidly diminishes for greater alternating stresses, clue t-, the 
approach of peak stress in the fatigue test (mean plus aJ.ternating stress) 
to tri pre-load stress. 
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AppEauDIX III 

Fatlme Tests on Channel-Sedioned Parts 

Five channel-sectioned boom specimens machined frcm extruded material 
to Specification D.T.D.363 Awere pre-loadd. to ddferent amounts for one 
rxhute and tested in fatigue at a loading eq.Cvalent to stresses of 7.09 + 
2.72 tons per sq in. at the minimum section. A photograph of a fracturd 
specimen is shown in Fig. 4. Load was applied to the specimen ends through 
7/8" tiemeter shear pins which had not been subjected to pre-load. 

Three speounens fractured at a hole or holes in the middle portion 
of the channel. Failure of an attachment pin in the two other specimens 
caused premature failure of the lug ends. The results of the endurance 
tests together with the pre-load stresses applied to each specimen are 
given below. 

1Tominal Stress 
m Prc-Loading 

Operation 
tons per sqin. 

~orrespdmg 
?ercentage 3f 

statm 
Strength 

0 0 

16.74 37.2 

20.10 44.6 

24.25 53-Y 

26.75 59.4 

26.75 59.4 

68,500 

62,100 

343,lW 

hduranoe 
Cycles 

82,200 Mean endurance of 8 specimens 

w+,700 Failure of att.z.chment pin 

265,500 Failure of attachment pin 
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FatiN Tests on Transverse Hole Specimens 

Round %rs xth a Central Transverse Hole 

Fatague tests in direct stress were mde on round bar spectins 
containmg a transverse hole. Of 11 specimens, 5 were pre-loaded for one 
minute in tension, 1+ pre-loaded in compression, and the remeining 2 
specimens were fatigue tested without being pre-loaded. 

Fig. 6 gives the essentxd dimensrons of the specimen. Buckling due 
to the high ccmpressive loads was satisfacto-rily avoidedby making the 
specimen comparatively short end robust. A 2; xn. ticmeter bar of aluminium 
alloyRR.77 (D.T.D.683) was used to make the specimens. The 3/?6 in. dia- 
meter hole was drilled and reamed, the sharp w&es of the latter being 
removed with the ad of 000 grade emery paper stretched over a conicalW 
shaped bar. 

All pre-loads were applied to the specimens m a IO +I0 ton Avery- 
Scl?&nck puls&tor. The fatigue tests v!ere mad.e at nominal stresses of 
9 + 3.5 tons per sq in. at the net section thrcugh the transverse hole. 
The results of the tests are given in Table VI and shown plottea in %.g. 6. 

Flat Bars inth a Centrel Trsnsverse Hole 

Adtiticnsl data cm the effect of compressive pre-loading was obtained 
f"rcm tests on flat bars with a central transverse hole, made in material to 
Specificatia D.T.D.J64B. The dimensions at the hole section were 0.9 in. 
x 0.3 in., with the reamed hole of 5 in. dizmxter. Burrs at edges of the 
hole were removedvnth fine emery paper. The results obtained for different 
degrees of cca;rpress~ve pre-load are given x.n Table VII. 
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APFENDIX v 

Fatinue Tests on Wing Joints 

All the joints described in this appendix relate to parts identionl 
in design with those used in certain aircraft, but adapted for testing 
purposes by duplication of the joint at each end of the specimen. Load 
was applied throu& a single pin to each end fitting. 

A Tyoe The specimens consisted of a charnel section boom in elumznium 
alloy D.T.D.683, to which was attached on inside and outside of channel, 
steel fittings by means of multiple bolts in shear. The nominal stresses 
at the point of failure of the channel in the fatigue test were 5.36 + 1.97 
tons per sq in. 

Mean endurance of three s>eoimens without pre-lo& = 245,000 cycles. 

Endurance of one speoimon arter subjecting to a pre-load equivalent 
to 19.5 tons per sy in. = 2,370,OOO cycles. 

Type 33 The specimens consiotcd of a T section boom in alumxnium alloy 
D.T.3.683, to which was attached a forked stocl fitting by means of multtple 
bolts in double shear. The ncaninal stresses at the point of failure of the 
bocml in the fatigue test were '7.82 + 2.37 tons per sq in. 

Endurance of specimen without. pre-load = 87,000 cycles. 

Fndurance after pre-load equivslcnt to 19.0 tons per sq in. 
= 13QOOO cycles. 

%Gurance after pre-load equivalent to 25.0 tons per sq in. 
= 375,000 cycles. 

TY-W C The specimens consxsted of booms in eluminim al19y D.T.D.364, 
rectangulerul seoticnwith a web extension on one side. Steel straps were 
attached to the bean by multiple bolts in double shear. The nominal 
stresses near the point of failure of the boom In the fatigue test were 
6.35 + 1.85 tons per sq in. The specimens were tested at the College of 
Aeronautics, Cranfield. 

Mean enduranoe of three specimens without pre-load = 580,ooO cycles. 

Endurance of specimen after pre-load equivalent to 13.5 tons per 
sq in. = 464,000 cycles. 

Endurance of specimen after pre-load equiwlent to 14.8 tons For 
5q in. = 1,790,000 cycles. 
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Fatiwe Tests on hileteor IF Taild.nes 

A series of ktigue tests has been carried out at the Royal Aircraft 
Esta?.ki.shment on Meteor &tail-pk?nes unde- - several d.ifferent comlitmm of 
loading. The first report of this work describbg the general methcd of 
test is given inRcf. 7. The tailplane is representative of a tyEfca1 CWO 
spar structure, with the spars of angle section extrusions in B.S. 2 L @ 
material and the skin eve- the central portion of clti aluminium alloy to 
D.T.D.390. 

The tailplanes were supported at the attachment points near the 
ctTltre , arid were vibrated ne3.r resonant frequency in bending by means of 
en out of balance mass exciter, as shm in Fig. 5. The pre-loding was 
apglred by bending the, tailpl.sno, and in the subsequent fatxgue test the 
lohas applied were 25fj i 7.5% of tne ctatic failing load of the tailplane. 
The results am sham in the folloming table:- 

Effect of j?r_e-Load on the Fatime Strendh of Meteor Tailplanes 

I Pm-Load, Expresse& as 

L 
a Percentage of 

0 

50 

663 

50, 75 

.,j~Proof Stress' r" 

0 

53 

70 

53, 79 

Cycles to Failure, IO6 

First Major Skin Failure 
(Crack of 1" Length) 

0.2 

0.3 

I .o 

2.5 

- 
Spar Failure 

0985 

I*29 

1.825 

3.50 

Note:- Result for zero pre-load has been obtained from an em%umnce curve. 
Thcendurmcc for 5C$ pre-load has been corrected for a loadiw of 25+7.5$ 
S.P.L., i-m&tad of 25 + 7.2$ S.F.L. as actually used in the test. 

-- 
+ Based. on moan static fading load of three tailplnnes. T:?esn far;sze:3 
were on ccmpressmn sde of tailplane. 10% S.F.L. is qproxxmtely equva- 
lent to 22.8 tons per sq in. at pomts of fatigue fallme. 

+ Minimum spemfuxtion O.l$ proof stress for spar boca; materml 
= 21 tons per sq in. In ail cases the nominal stress in the spar hoon at 
11.5 m. from tie centre line of the tallplane is expressed as a r;ercentage 
of this proof stress. 
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Fatigue tests on (a) circx.nnferentiaU~ notched specimens, 

Circumferent~elly notched specimens 

Fomcstl has ascertauxed the effect of' a tensile pre-load 3n sped- 
mt:ns conta.in*ng a circcmfcrential. notch and tested in rotatug ben&r&. 
The nazerial usedwss B.S.6 L.l, axd a circcmferential notch of Go 
included angle, 0.04 in. depth and 0.01 in. root radius was macl;tied sn 
as to give a minimum diameter of 0.32 in. The following fatrgue strengths 
were obtain&i for failure in 50 nill;Lcn cycles:- 

Fatigue strength of plain test pieces = +I0 tons per sq in. 

Fatigue strcn&h of notched test pieces = 23.5 to t4 tons per sq =n* 

&tigue strergth of notched test pxeces 
given <?11 axial pre-loa? of 25 tons per 
sq m. = 33 tons per sq in. 

Forrest's fuuki.n~~s have been confirmed by Tennlin (&iscussion in 
Ref. 4) for specimens made in the al.uninwm alloy 7$?-TG (zinc addition), 
hanng a tensile strength of 37.5 tons per sq in. and a O.$proof stress 
of 32.4 hms per sq in. A 60' c~rcumfcrcntial notch of 0.0002 in. root 
radius c.nd. 0.075 in. depth was machined m specimens of 0.49 in. full 
diameter. The speclmenc were tested in rotating bending and gave the 
following results:- 

Nominal Stress at Notched Section Due Fatiwe StrellPrth at IO7 

to Axml Fre-Load. tons 7vr sq in. Cycles. tons per SC j+ 

C 55.35 

+37*5 29.37 

-37-5 ?I .79 

The fatigue strength of plain specimens not subjected to a pre-load 
was 213.2 tonn per sq In. The notched specimens had a greater tensile 
strength than the plain specxmens, so mkng it possible to apply the 
very h&x pre-load used. 

Spat welded ,ioints 

Forrest has also shown that spot welded joints csn be given an 
increased fatigue strength by a tensile pre-bad. Joints co&air&g a 
smgle spot weld were made in 20 gauge clad sheet to D.T.D.546 A, end 
without pro-load gave a fatigue strength of 60 C 30 lb per specimen for 
failure in 20 iiullion cycles, whereas specimens given a ore-load equal 
to two-thirds of the static strengkh had a fatigue strength of VC + 45 lb 
per specimen. 
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TABLE I 

EM%_ct 
B.S. L.1 Plain Specimens Tested m Rotating Bend&(Ted 

Fattlgue Strength for Failure 
In 50 x 106 Cycles, 

tons per sq in. 

Stretch Produced by &e-Load, $ 0 3 6 ' 9 
i 
' T;ihen overstrmrsa 

(A) Immediately after quenching and then t12.0 ill.5 /+ll.O +il.O 
allowed to age before test 

(B) 1 hmr after quench&g ana then 
allowed to age before test 

+12.0 211.8 +11.3 YO.5 

' (C) hftcr heat Crcatmcnt and ageing k12.0 "12.0 +11.5 210.5 

T&X3 II 

Results of Fat.time Tests on Sheet Specimens (fb~ellclix I) 

Nominal Stress 
I 

Tn= app11ea 111 Cycles to Failure 1 Geometric Mean 
Of Pre-Loaaing in Individual Tests Cycles to 

Specimen t.s.3.. 106 Failure 10 6 

Plain 0 0,237, 0.304, 0.305 0.280 
18 0.314 
20 0.265 
22 0.370 
24 0.294 
26 0.271 
28 0.396 

With 0 0.c36;0.0@;0.063;0.085;0.097 0.062 
transverse 18 0.114 
hole 20 0.035, 0.047, 0.105 0.056 

22 0.052, 0.077, 0.11% 0.078 

2 0.048, 0.080, 0.117 0.130 j 0.078, 0.092, 
28 0.034, 0.125 ( 

0.077 0.098 
0.065 

TABLE III 

Results of Repeated Load Fatigue Teds on Sheet 
Specimens (Appadix I) 

/ Nominal Stress j Fatigue Stresses] _ Gecmetr1c Mean 
to Faxlure Cycles to 

F&llLDX - 
Applied in Pre- ' Gycle s 
Loading, t.s.i. t.s.1. 1~1 In&vi&&t Tests 

0 ( 6.70 4 6.70 31,55o;33,117;35,c50 I 33,320 
26.8 6.70 !: 6.70 68,667; 1i4,000;- 105;100 

114,833 
26:8 5.93 8.93 2 + 8.93 8.93 9,567; 9,8OO;lo,733 

15,230;17,600;17,800 
10,020 
16,tj@ 

0 11.16 ~1.16 26.8 11.16 11.16 3,500; 4,GOO; 3,967; 5,267; 5,750 4,033 ',*g 
, 
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Number 
of 

Specimen 

: 6’ 
4 z 
5 

9 
IO 
11 

12 
'13 

T 

I 

Nominal Stress at 
-Iok Section Due to 

FTe-LOad 
tons per sq in. 

0 
0 
0 

18.0 
22.14 
24.0 
25.0 

25.9 

27.25 
28.15 
29.0 

28.0 
28.0 

TABJE Iv 

Results of Fatigue Tests on Lozded Lws l&pwnti II) 
Static Strength of Lug = 31.8 tons per sq in. 

- 

Diametral Stretch 
at Hole Due to 

Pm?-Load 
in 

Hole 1 Eole 2 Hole 1 -i- ao1e 2 

0.004* 0.004 
-* 0.007 

0.020 0.023 

0.003" 
o.oofs* 
0.019 

0.001 

0.024 

0.016' 0.012 0.014* o.omR 

o.oog* 0.014 @.008* 0.005R 
0.020 0.028 0.013R 0.027' 
0.026 0.052 O.OlzR O.OloR 

Increase in Thickness at 
l%na of Hole Due to 

Bearing Pressure 
in. 

-L 

Effect of reaming holes after pre-loading 
0.005+ 0.033+ - - 
0 0 0.008 0.010 

/ I 

Fatigue Stresses 
at Hole Section 
tons per sq in. 

6.0 + 2.2 
6.0 r 2.2 
6.0 ? 2.2 
6.0 +_ 2.2 
6.0 + 2.2 
6.0 + 2.2 

(6.0 + 2.2 

6.0 + 2.2 
6.0 + 2.2 
6.0 i: 3.5 
a.0 t 3.7 

6.0 k 2.2 
6.0 ?: 2.2 
6.0 + &O 
7.5 A 4.0 

t 

L 

Cycles to Failure 
(millions) 

0.082 
0.108 
o-135 
0.164 
0.198 
0.991 

14.07u 
10.53lJ 
0.168 

I I .63n 
0.113 
0.816 

13.52 
13.63U 

1.12u 
0.370 

7.79u 
I4.W 

1.05u 
2.45 

U Unbroken t Failure occurred at this hole + Subsequent reaming did not clean cp holes 
R Lateral restraint inadvertently applied to specimen durix pre-loading 



TABLEV 

Results of Fatiwe Tests on Loaded Lugs Carried Out 
%y Saunders-Roe,Ltd. (Appendix II) 

Nminal mean stress at hole section bring fatigue test 

= 7.15 tons pr sq in, 

'Jomind Alternating Stress 
at Hole Section 

? ton.5 per sq in. 

6.92 
6.40 
6,25 
6.25 
6.25 
5.36 
L 47 
3.57 
3.57 
3.12 
2.68 
2.23 
2.23 

1.785 
1.785 
1.785 
1.785 
1.34 
I.34 
1.115 
1.115 

0.895 
0.850 
0.760 

T 

i 

Cycles to Failure 
No Pre-Load 

millions 

0,0108 
o.ooyo 
0.0092 
0.0106 
0.0126 
0.0177 
0.0257 
0.0353 

0.0405 
0.0563 
0.100 

0.120 
0.126 
0.127 
0.165 
0.188 

0.522 

2.07 
1.58 

3.95 

Cycles to Failu.re 
19.65 tons per sq. in. 

Ike-Load. Stress at 
Hole Section 

nillions 

0.01&2 

0.0257 
0.0562 
0.0822 
0.136 
0.117 

0.202 
0.236 
0.462 
0.491 
0.513 

0.547 
0.643 

0.740" 
3.72 

I 

* Specimen retested to give failure at other hole, in 1.20 million cycles 
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TABLE VI 

Tensile strength of material (by test) = 35.8 tons per sq in. 

Specification tensile strength of material = 35.0 tons per sq In. 

O.l$ proof stress (specification aGlby test) = 30.0 tons per sq in. 

E;et area of cross-section through hole = 0.389 tons per sq in. 

Stresses at hole section applied 1.11 fatigue tests = 9 + 3.5 tons pr sq in. 

Nomind Stress Ncminal Fre-Load Stress 
Nuder of at Hole Section as a Percentage of Cycles to 
specimen Due to Pre-Load the Specification Failure 

tons per sy in. O.l$ Proof stress (millions) 

1 0 O.l+62 
2 0 0.181 / 

3 24.25 (tension) 80.9 0.472 
4 27.05 (tension) 90.2 0.784 
5 30.90 (tension) 403.0 3.33 
6 33.20 (tension) 110.6 a.21 
7 33.48 (tension) 111.6 0.186 

8 7.72 (Comp-es~crS 25.75 0.165 
9 12.85 (compresslm) 42.9 0.066 

IO 21.00 (compresswn) 7O.A 0.050 

11 27.05 (coqres3~on~ 90.2 0.054 

Examination of the fracture in this specimen showed. a number of flaws at 
the edge of the transverse hole, in the neighbourhood of the start of the 
fatAgue crack. 
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Results of l?atiwe Tests on Flat Bars with 
a Transverse Hole (Appendix IV) 

Nominal Compressive 
Stress in be- 
Loading, t.s.i. 

0 

10 

20 

0 

20 

-i- 
/F 

c 

L 

atigue Stresses 
Cycles to Failure 

t.s.i. in Indavid 
x 

al 
Tests IO 

9 + 3.5 6.05; 6.16u; 12.lu 

9 It: 3.5 1.96; 11.6~ 

9 + 3.5 0.1!,3;0.192*;0.201; 
0.712;0.917u 

10.5 + 3.75 0.093;0.095;0.108 

10.5 + 3.75 0.078;0.102;0.120 

.+ , 
&metric Mean 

Cycles to 
Failure IO6 

7.7 (u) 

4.8 (d 

0.32 

0.98 

0.99 

u = Specimen did not fail in test section 

* = Specimen previously run for 12,100,000 cycles without pre-load 

- 20 - 
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